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The purpose of this document is to help users create their own TimeSplitters
Future Perfect maps. It is designed as a brief overview for beginners.
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TIMESPLITTERS FUTURE PERFECT MapMaker: Main Menu

Edit
NB: sections marked “ADVANCED” are recommended for advanced users only
Tile:
Tiles are the building blocks of your levels, used to construct everything from
large open deathmatch arenas to winding tunnels and complex mazes for Story
maps.
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•

Bear in mind that some tiles occupy more than one level of the map.
These should be placed with care so as not to interfere with the intended
design of the higher levels of your map.

•

A very useful function with tiles is the MARK button. This allows you to
select multiple tiles and perform actions such as rotating and copying on
entire sections of your map.

Item:
This is where you will find all of the possible ‘contents’ for any created maps you
produce – all weapons, ammo, spawn points, doors and so on. It is possible to
place most of the objects anywhere in the map but certain types (e.g. a door)
must be inserted in specific places.
•

If you are making a map designed for use with multiple game modes,
remember to place the start points and required contents for each type.
You can check that this has been done using the Preview Map function.

Light:
The basic lighting options allow you to set up individual room or tile lighting
colour schemes. You can also set one of a number of effects for each tile or
room, which provides more complex lighting and allows you to add atmosphere
and drama to your map. The four options are FIXED (always on – this is the
default option), FLICKER, SWITCH and PULSE. Within these sets you can

adjust the speed at which the light changes and the two colours that it changes
between.
•

Try using the Pulse effect to set up a light that quickly changes from red to
black to indicate an alarm.

Story AI (ADVANCED):
Story AI (Artificial Intelligence) allows you to add a selection of enemies to your
created map which can be used in conjunction with the logic settings in the story
game mode.
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To add Story AI enemies, select the AI icon at the top of the MapMaker. Now
select an empty area in your map and click to open the Story AI window. Click
ADD NEW STORY AI and a new AI enemy character will appear below the
window. Click on the character to edit its properties.
The following options appear in the Story AI properties:
•
•
•
•
•

Name Character: Allows you to give the new enemy a name.
Character: Lets you change the type of enemy that will appear on-screen.
Gun: Determines how the enemy is armed and whether they drop their
weapon.
Inventory: Allows you to give the enemy a key, which can be used to
unlock the corresponding coloured door that you can place in your map
from the ITEMS menu.
Type: Lets you select the behaviour of the enemy in your story map.

•
•
•

Health: Determines how many hits it takes for the enemy to be killed.
Spawn Maximum: Determines how many times the enemy character can
respawn after they have been killed.
Spawn Delay in Mins:Sec: Sets the time after which the map will respawn
the character once they have been defeated.

Once you have set the properties for the enemy, you can place them on the map.
To do so, click the coloured icon in the Story AI window and place the character
into a free slot on your map.
Logic (ADVANCED):
Inserting a logic operation into your map is a way of making your map “think” by
telling it to perform certain actions whenever and wherever you choose. It allows
you to construct a map with a complicated progression and set of objectives (like
those in the main Story mode) and is also the only way to create a successful
Assault map for multiplayer and online play.
The Logic menu in the MapMaker allows you to create two different types of logic
– Story Logic and Assault Phases – which function in a very similar but not
identical way. These types of logic share two of their sections (Triggers and
Actions) but the Assault Phase logic menu also allows you to add Objectives
separately, to trigger the end of sections of the Assault game you are creating.
You are also able to add logic that will assign Awards to a player based on their
performance on your map, but this is separate to choosing a type of logic and is
accessible from the main Logic menu.
Triggers:
Triggers tell the game when to start your logic operation. A Trigger can be one of
many things, such as stepping on an area, pushing a switch or killing an enemy.
•

The most common problem with Triggers is undoubtedly not
placing/selecting an object to be the Trigger. This can be easily rectified
by choosing the problematic Trigger from the logic menu and checking
that you have placed the Trigger object (the item in the box at the bottom
of the Trigger Details menu).
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•

If a Trigger is not functioning correctly, try highlighting it in the main Logic
menu (it should have a red exclamation mark next to it). This will give you
a clue as to why it is not behaving as you intend it to.

•

You are often able to utilise the same Trigger for multiple pieces of logic.
When choosing a Trigger, simply select the desired Trigger from the
checklist instead of ADD NEW TRIGGER. The Trigger will need to have a
new Trigger Object selected, in order to ensure full functionality.

Actions:
Actions are the processes the game will carry out when a logic operation is
triggered. They can range from making a message appear on screen to ending
the level.
•

Actions must be associated with a Trigger to be able to be used in a logic
operation – this is set up in the main Logic menu in the MapMaker.

•

Multiple Actions can be assigned to a single logic operation: it is possible
to have up to five Actions occurring as a result of each operation. This can
be changed by choosing the Logic section from the main logic menu and
going to EDIT ACTIONS.
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Objectives:
Although Objectives can be used in both Story Logic and Assault Phases, they
are only essential for Assault maps and not Story maps.
•

Try to think like a potential player: your map will be judged on how it
seems to someone that has not designed and built it, and does not know
their way around it. Creating goals that are too complicated or do not
describe the in-game function accurately may result in your map being
less enjoyable than it could be.

•

Don’t strive too hard to make the map difficult and have very hard Assault
Phases – it will already be much harder for someone that has not
designed the game and is a total stranger to the Objectives.

Awards:
These optional pieces of logic are not actually essential in any of the maps you
create and can prove difficult to correctly design – therefore they are
recommended for advanced users only. The process for creating awards for
Story Logic and Assault Phases is almost identical and successful creation of a
fully functioning Award in either mode should give you the knowledge to use this
feature for either mode from then on.
•

Awards are a great way of increasing the amount of fun that potential
players gain from a map, giving a real sense (and measure) of
achievement to the completion of your maps.

General Logic Hints, Tips and Insights
•

Make sure that when you have an idea of what you wish the logic to do,
you separate clearly in your mind which parts are going to trigger the
operation (the Triggers) and which will be a consequence of it (the
Actions). This will make it considerably easier to configure your logic
successfully first time and may help to eliminate any need for tracing
problems.

•

When designing a pick-up Trigger, be aware that the keys that are used
as the Triggers (placed after selecting a pick-up Trigger) are not the keys
that can be made to drop from Story AI enemies when they die (listed
under INVENTORY in Story AI) and will have to be placed separately. The
keys that Story AI enemies drop cannot be substituted for these keys.

•

Select the information tab next to each mode to view any specific
requirements for creating that map type, such as Start points, Bags and
Zones. If you are unfamiliar with the different game modes, it is worth
checking these before attempting to create a map for use in multiple game
modes.

Preview Map
To access the Preview Map menu you need to have at least one tile placed. To
access each of the different types of map for previewing you must meet the
minimum requirements for that mode (e.g. a Deathmatch map will need a ‘Start
All’ point placed). The MapMaker preview button at the top of the list can always
be selected, regardless of the contents of the map, as long as there is one tile
placed.
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Undo
Allows the last change made to be undone. The change is detailed in a pop-up
box to the left of the menu when the UNDO option is highlighted.

Redo
This redoes the last change that was deleted with the UNDO command, and is
detailed in the same way on screen.

Map Settings
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Theme:
The theme – Lab, Egyptian, Military, Horror or Virtual – defines the overall style
of the level you are designing and determines what graphics set is available.
Each theme offers a very different style, changing the appearance of the tiles to
fit the theme (themes will also contain their own individual incidental details). The
theme can be changed during any point in the map making process, making it
possible to preview your map using each of them to choose the right theme for
the feel that you want.
Default Tile Light Colour:
Brings up a colour Palette that you can use to select the default light colour for
the level.
Weapon Set:
Allows you to set the default weapon types used on the map (the weapons used
when the recommended weapon set is selected). You can choose from a number
of pre-set groups – including Rockets, Doubles and Retro – or generate your own
set by selecting the Custom MapMaker group and then using the VIEW/EDIT
WEAPON SETS option. The entire selection of weapons from all points in the
game is available.

Bot Set:
Lets you set the standard bot types for the map. There are a number of pre-set
groups to select – including Sidekicks, Undead and Baldies – or you can
generate your own by choosing the Custom MapMaker group and then using the
VIEW/EDIT BOT SETS option.
Music:
Select the music to be played during all games on the map from a range that
includes all of the music from this game, as well as tracks from the previous two
TimeSplitters games. There are also RECOMMENDED and RANDOM options
included in the menu, as well as an option to turn the music off completely. Your
choice can always be changed from the map editor at a later date, if the music
selected is not suited to the situation.
Spawn Sounds:
Allows you to toggle the spawn sounds on and off.
Sky:
Change the appearance of the sky, choosing one of 8 different types, from
CLOUDY to ARCTIC. If you don’t want to decide straight away, you can use the
RECOMMENDED option and change it later, if you wish, or select the INDOOR
LEVEL option.

Disable modes:
Using the Disable Modes toggles allows you to block certain game types from
being played on the map. This is best used if you set up a map with a specific
game type in mind, as other modes may prove to be unbalanced or unplayable in
the same setting. For example, a map designed for Story mode may feature
locked doors, which would hinder game progress in other modes.
Edit Map Description:
Brings up a virtual keyboard, allowing you to enter a description of the map you
have generated.
Briefing:
Brings up a virtual keyboard and allows to you enter text for the map briefing.

Editor Settings
Select beginner/advanced mode:
Change between the two types of editing mode: you can switch from BEGINNER
to ADVANCED when you feel you have learnt enough about the MapMaker to
utilise the added functionality.
Grid Intensity:
Changing the grid intensity determines how opaque the grid lines in the
background are. These lines can be useful (especially with complex maps) but
the option is always there to eliminate them entirely, if you so wish.
Editor Audio:
The music and sound volume for the MapMaker can be changed from here.

Center Map
Centres the map on the currently highlighted object.

Clear Map
Allows you to delete the current map and start entirely from scratch.
Note: This process is irreversible and will result in the map being lost
unless it has been saved prior to clearing.

Load Map
Allows you to load any saved map that you have created, or one of the sample
maps supplied with the game.

Save Map
Saves the current map for future access and makes it accessible for play from
the main menu.

Controls
Gives a detailed readout of all controls used in the MapMaker for easy reference

Quit Mapmaker
Quit the MapMaker and return to the main menu screen of the game.

MapMaker Hints and Tips
•

Always use the PREVIEW MAP function to check your map throughout
the process of creating it. If at all possible, try to get someone else to give
you their opinion of it: by doing this you will get a feel for how the map
plays and any problems with it.
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•

To stop the sky appearing above your map and make it enclosed you can
check the INDOOR MAP box in the Sky section of Map Settings.

•

There is a limit to the number of all items you are able to place (which is
indicated by the FREE meter in the top left of the screen). To avoid
running out of space, make sure that you do not try to make your map too
big or full of items, as it can be very difficult to resize an entire map.

•

Always double check your map with the PREVIEW MAP function to
ensure that you can’t get stuck in any areas. Areas to check especially are
tiles that feature more than one layer, which can cause problems in linking

layers. Make sure all ramps and stairs line up with the correct level so they
can be used fully.
•

Items will take up more memory space than Tiles. If you want to extend
the size of your map but have no space left, try removing some Items first.

•

If your logic isn’t working, check on the Logic screen: any problems will be
displayed for you to rectify (they will be denoted with a red exclamation
mark).

•

Try creating some secret areas by placing Tiles in the map that are not
joined to the main map. To gain access to these areas, use two way
teleports.

